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Abstract
The feasibility of soft-tissue matching in cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) guidance for liver cancer
patients is investigated and its equivalence to fiducial-marker matching on determining patient setup corrections
has been studied. On the Elekta Synergy machine, daily CBCT volumetric images were acquired after setup with
silver rings (SRs) in liver. The SRs were served as fiducial markers in our study. The CBCT images without SRs
in liver were then obtained by digitally removing the SRs in each projection image using photoshop
CS4.Considering fiducial-marker matching as a standard, the patient setup errors were compared between two
two matching methods. A total of 90 datasets of volumetric images for 10 patients were used in the comparison.
Pearson coefficient of correlation for the setup errors was as follows: R =  in the LR, AP and
SI directions, respectively. A Bland-Altman analysis showed no significant trends. The percentage of errors
within a ±3 mm tolerance was respectively . The p-value (paired permutation test) are
respectively 0.1217, 0.919 and 0.7685 in the three cardinal directions and are all greater than 0.05. So, the null
hypothesis cannot be refused, that is to say. Two methods have no significant difference. CBCT guidance using
soft-tissue is an equivalent method for on-line image-guided radiotherapy for liver-cancer patients when
compared to CBCT guidance using fiducial markers. It is feasible to implement CBCT image guidance using
soft-tissue matching method clinically.
Keywords: cone-beam CT, fiducial markers, silver rings (SRs), Pearson coefficient, Bland-Altman analysis
1. Introduction
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been used to correct setup errors for patients with liver cancer in
many institutes. However, liver tumors are hard to distinguish on CBCT images since their densities are similar.
Therefore, a surrogate for the tumor must be adopted for image guide radiation therapy (IGRT) of liver cancer.
Fiducial markers, which have high density and a physical size, generally serve as surrogates to provide visibility
of liver tumors in portal images. However, this method could induce substantial star artifacts in CT and CBCT
images, which can reduce accuracy of setup corrections based on fiducial-markers matching and interfere with
dose calculation and assessment .(Wunderink et al., 2008; Owen et al., 2008).
Wunderink et al. (2010) found that if fiducial markers cannot be implanted surrounding the tumor, marker
guidance may induce set-up errors comparable to or greater than those of conventional set-up methods, as
substantial rotations and deformations in marker groups were observed (Wunderink et al., 2010). Target coverage
could then be jeopardized by marker guidance. In this study, hypothesizing that fiducial markers were closely
surrounding the tumor tissue and the fiducial-marker matching served as the ground truth, we investigated the
feasibility of soft-tissue matching in Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) guidance for liver cancer
patients through checking its equivalence to fiducial-marker matching on determining patient setup corrections
and this study is a retrospective study.
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Two different matching methods were adopted to acquire information of daily setup correction during an entire
treatment course: (1) fiducial-marker matching (CBCT-SRs matching); (2) soft-tissue matching (CBCT-ST
matching), namely, CBCT without sliver rings. Data of daily setup correction based on this two matching
methods was compared and the level of correlation were also reported.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Simulation and Planning
Ten patients who need radiotherapy after their liver-cancer operation were involved in this study. Each patient
had four sliver rings (mm height, and 4mm in diameter) implanted in their livers during liver-cancer operation.
For 3D external beam radiotherapy, they were immobilized with MedTech body frame and thermoplastic body
mask. -Dimensional Average computed tomography (D-Avg CT) images were acquired for treatment planning
using a -slice computed tomography (CT) simulator (Bigbore, Philips) with a slice thickness of 3 mm.
Treatment plans were designed with the Pinnacle treatment planning system, version (Philips/ADAC,
Milpitas, CA). All patients were treated on a linear accelerator with kV imaging system (Synergy, Elekta
Oncology Systems, Crawley). The geometric accuracy of the Synergy system had been discussed before (Sharpe
et al., 2006; Jaffray et al., 2002).
2.2 Image Acquisition and Process
2.2.1 CBCT-Srs Image Acquisition
CBCT system can capture approximately 630 2-D projections through the  gantry rotation in 2 minutes.
X-Ray Volume Imaging (XVI) reconstructs all projections to form a set of CBCT images. The reconstruction
algorithm was based on Feldkamp’s back projection algorithmFeldkampet al., 1984.
2.2.2 CBCT-ST Image Acquisition
The SRs in the liver produce artifacts in the reconstructed CBCT image sets. In order to get the CBCT images
without SRs, the following procedure was implemented: a). Transform each projection image from Hospital
Information System (HIS) format to Digital imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format with a
self-developed program; b). SRs in the transformed projection image were erased by Spot healing brush tool in
Photoshop CS4. The result for picking up this software is that it could reconstructed the pixel where SRs local by
selecting similar pixel nearby the border of SRs (Figure 1); c). Transform back each projection image in HIS.
Format and re-imported them to XVI; d). Reconstruct the processed CBCT dataset and get CBCT image without
the SRs.

Figure 1 Projection image before (upper panel) and after (down panel) the SRs were removed (the black circles
represent the position of SRs)
2.2.3 4D-Avg CT Reference Image without SRs Acquisition
4D-Avg CT images are exported from XVI and processed using the same method mentioned above and 4D-Avg
CT image for reference without SRs are achieved at last (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. D-Avg CT images before and after the SRs digitally removed (the black circle represents the position
of SRs)
2.3 Determination of Setup Errors
2.3.1 CBCT- SRs Bony Matching
Under the bony registration mode, using the minimum clip-box to encompass the SRs in CBCT image, the
matching was done according to the SRs, that is to say, based on finding the maximum density in the clipbox.
(Figure ) the CBCT-SRs matching is implemented by using the cross-correlation algorithm (Hristov et al., 1996)
during the acquisition of the CBCT Because of the motion of liver, the S-rings we see in the CBCT image is
actually its motion coverage which border may be relatively blurred. This matching was done between the CBCT
image and the 4D-Avg CT image. After image fusion and registration on XVI, the setup errors which are
dependent on the patient are obtained in the in the left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior
(SI) directions respectively.

(a) coronal

(b) sagittal

Figure  CBCT-SRs matching. The white dotted frame is the minimum clip-box encompassing all the SRs
2.3.2 CBCT-ST Grey Matching
A margin of 3 mm in the SI direction and 2 mm in the rest two directions was added to the PTV to generate a
region called PTV-extended to ensure the clip-box can encompass the PTV completely during the matching
course. Under the grey registration mode, using the minimum clip-box to encompass the PTV-extended, grey
matching between the CBCT-ST and the reference D-Avg CT image without SRs were executed which are
different from the manual liver-to-liver image registration conducted in other study (Hawkins et al., 2006).
(Figure ). This grey registration mode matches voxel greyscale intensity values throughout the entire clip-box,
as well as the bone material. A ‘grey level correlation ratio’ technique is used by this algorithm. The setup errors
were obtained in three cardinal directions.
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(b) sagittal

Figure 4. CBCT- ST matching. The regions which are included in the solid lines are CTV, PTV and
PTV-extended from inside to outside. The white dashed line was minimum clip-box which encompasses the
PTV-extended
2.4 Statistical Analysis
The Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient calculated by Statistical Product and Service Solutions,
Version 17.0 (SPSS), and Excel  was used to render the correlation in setup errors based on CBCT-SRs
and CBCT-ST matching. The difference between these two methods was then plotted against the average couch
shift as recommended by Bland and Altman (Bland et al., ). Provided the two methods are equivalent, the
difference should be a zero mean and no significant trends. The  confidence interval (CI) of the error
distribution is also presented.
3. Results
3.1 Setup Errors
A total of cone-beam CT volumetric images with or without SRs for  patients were acquired. The MEAN ±
Standard Deviation (SD) of setup errors based on CBCT-SRs was (), (), and
() in the LR, AP, and SI directions respectively. The MEAN±SD of setup errors based on CBCT-ST
was (), ), and () in the LR, AP, and SI directions respectively.
3.2 Data Analysis
Calling the perm.test function from the exactRankTests package of R software to Perform paired permutation
test on the relationship between the two matching methods, the p-value (paired permutation test) are respectively
0.1217, 0.919 and 0.7685 in the three cardinal directions and are all greater than 0.05.So, the null hypothesis
cannot be refused, that is to say, Two methods have no significant difference. The comparison between CBCTSRs and CBCT-ST removes the temporal uncertainties because these two image modalities were taken from the
same dataset. The Pearson’s correlations are: R=  (Figure ).The Bland-Altman analysis
renders the 95% CI of shift differences as the following: (，), (，) and (，) in LR, AP,
and SI respectively (Figure ). The percentage of agreement within mm was  and  in
LR, AP, and SI directions. The mean discrepancies of setup errors based on CBCT-SRs and CBCT-ST are
mm (SD), mm (SD), mm (SD ) in the LR, AP, and SI directions, respectively
(Figure ).
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Figure  Two-dimensional correlations of the couch shifts based on CBCT-SRs and CBCT-ST for  patients in
three cardinal directions

Figure  Bland-Altman analysis for the shifts based CBCT-ST and CBCT- SRs for 10 patients in these three
cardinal directions. The current clinical action levels of 3 mm are drawn for reference (solid line). Letter “ ”
represents the difference between one method and the other
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Figure  Plot of differences calculated between these two different methods. The histogram of the differences in
the LR, AP and SI directions is presented
4. Discussion
According to the comparison of CBCT- SRs and CBCT-ST, The Pearson’s correlations are: R = 
and  in the three cardinal directions. The percentage of agreement within 3 mm is respectively
 and  in LR, AP, and SI directions. The high correlation and nice agreement of these two
methods according to the result above and paired permutation test demonstrates that CBCT guidance using
soft-tissue is an equivalent method used for on-line image-guided radiotherapy for liver-cancer patients when
compared to CBCT guidance using fiducial markers. It is feasible to implement CBCT image guidance using
soft-tissue clinically. Without substantial star artifacts induced by fiducial markers in CT and CBCT images, we
can improve the accuracy of setup corrections and avoid the interference from artifacts on the dose calculation
and assessment. Douglas J Moseley et al. have done the similar work to assess the accuracy of setup corrections
based on CBCT–ST as compared with orthogonal megavoltage (MV) portal image-based corrections for patients
undergoing external-beam radiotherapy of the prostate (Douglas et al.,). The correlation using soft-tissue
matching was as follows: R=  in the LR, AP and SI directions. The percentage of shifts within
a3 mm tolerance was . They regarded it is feasible to implement online guidance based
on CBCT–ST without the use of fiducial markers, provided that current PTV margins are maintained.
Although Liver-to-liver guidance allows more accurate targeting compared with 2D surrogates such as the
diaphragm (Hawkins et al., 2006), while the limitation of such study is that the liver was used as a surrogate for
the liver tumor .Furthermore, the liver tumors could not be visualized clearly. In our study, grey matching
between the CBCT- ST and the reference 4D-Avg CT image without SRs were executed after using the
minimum clip-box to encompass the PTV-extended. Therefore, to a great extent, this registration can be thought
as tumor-to-tumor registration.
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No rotation errors were taken into consideration due to the limitations of the treatment couch, only translational
errors were considered. Rotation errors cannot influence the dose delivered to the of CTV markedly than
the translation errors (Astreinidou et al., ). In this study, it hypothesized that no displacement of SRs and
liver deformation took place during the treatment course so that the position of SRs can represent the liver
position correctly. Influenced by the factors mentioned above, we cannot do assessment of correlation and
consistence between these three methods completely.
5. Conclusion
This investigation has shown that CBCT-ST is feasible for daily online image guidance of the liver. Further
studies to explore and develop software for automatic removing the SRs without any of them being missed are
expected.
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